Translation of representations is a process of changing representations from one into another one. In generally, mathematics representations consists of symbolical, visual (graphical), verbal, and tabular representations. This article discusses results of research about teacher's understanding of mathematics representations and its implementation, which is teacher's ability of translating from symbolical representation to graphical representation and vice versa. The sample of research were 91 mathematics teacher from some districts of South Sumatera and Bangka Belitung provinces. The data of research were collected by test related to addition of integers. The results show that teacher's ability of translating from symbolical representation into graphical representation is very low which is only 48,4% of the sample could translate the representations correctly, meanwhile teacher's ability of translating from graphical representation into symbolical representation is quite good which is 75,8% of the sample could translate the representations correctly. The mistakes identified when the mathematics teachers translated symbolic representation to visual representation are the result of addition not presented in numbers line, no the result of addition presented at all, the order of numbers line not presented clearly, misdirection or no direction of numbers line, and no answers at all. Meanwhile the mistakes identified when the mathematics teachers translated visual representation to symbolic representation are no the result of addition presented, incorrectly order of numbers added, and no answers at all.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematics can be represented in many forms such as symbolic, visual, verbal, or tabular representations. Student's abilities of translation of one representation to another one reflect student's understanding of mathematics concepts. Mathematics representations showed by students are expressions of mathematics ideas to understand a mathematics concept or problem and to find solution of the problem (NCTM, 2000) . Most teachers and researchers agree with that the key to understand, to communicate, and to operate mathematics concepts effectively is by connecting and translating visual, tabular, symbolical, and verbal representations (Boose, 2011) . Translation is a process of changing representations from one into another (Janvier, 1987) .
Teachers as one element of teaching and learning have to facilitate their students to achieve good abilities of representations. Zhonghe (2004) says that teachers have to understand and to develop many kinds abilities of representations in order to facilitate students to achieve conceptual understanding, and teachers have to focus on developing transformations of concepts from one representation into other representations. Leinhardt, Zaslavsky, & Stein (1990) say that teachers must have good skills and knowledge related to mathematics representations. Applying representations effectively by teachers indicates that the teachers have understanding of topics comprehensively. Within interaction between students and teachers, in order to help students to achieve abilities of representations teachers have to understand how their students perceive mathematics representations and how they connect one representation to others (Smith, 2003) .
According to Bosse (2011) there are many studies related to investigation of the impact of teacher understanding and the implementation of mathematical representations in the learning towards students' achievement, but few related to examination of the impact of teachers' understanding and the difficulty of learners in translating between mathematical representations. There are many researchers whom argue that the relation between teachers' understanding of mathematical representation and its implementation is inconsistent, but there are also many researchers whom claim the relation is consistent (Bosse, 2011) . Teachers whom have understanding of the ability of mathematical representation would be able to translate mathematical representations from one representation to another one.
Mathematical representation is an instrument to see whether learners have mathematical knowledge and mathematical ability (Liu, 2012) . It also works for teachers, to see teachers' mathematical knowledge and mathematical ability we need to investigate how teachers' ability of mathematical representations. By designing questions about addition of integers we can assess how teachers' ability of mathematical representations, which are symbolic representation and visual representation. Symbolic representation focuses on notation of symbols and the use of variables and formulas. There are five common symbolic representations which are equations, expressions, algebraic equations, algebraic expressions, and formulas. Symbolic representation is also known as algebraic representation. Graphical representations include factorial, model, horizontal diagrams, vertical diagrams, graphs, and coordinate graphs (Shirley, 2006) . The symbolic representation of the sum of two integers is the sum expression, for instance 6 + (-8) = -2. How to translate the sum expression to a visual or graphical representation is by showing the sum and the result on the integer line. This paper specifically discusses teachers' abilities of translation of mathematical representations from symbolic representations to visual representations and vice versa, in case of addition of two integers.
SAMPLE AND TECHNIQUE OF DATA COLLECTION
The sample of research were total 91 mathematics teachers of junior high school (SMP), senior high school (SMA), and vocational school (SMK) from several districts and cities in South Sumatera and Bangka Belitung. Data were collected by testing the sample of research with questions about addition of two integers in which the mathematics teachers were asked to translate symbolic representation to visual representation and vice versa.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Teachers' ability of translation of symbolic representation to visual representation
Teachers' ability of translation of symbolic representation to visual representation could be measured by evaluating teachers' answers of the question as follows "Determine the sum of 6 + (-8) by the number line". The question looks like very easy to be answered, but in fact many the mathematics teachers gave unclear or even incorrect answers. The mistakes, especially in creating a line to declare -8, and drawing a line for -2 which is the result of the sum of the two numbers. Total the mathematics teachers whom answered the question correctly is 44 teachers (48.4%), and whom answered incorrectly is 51.6%. The details of the teacher's answers are described in Table 1 .
The question demands teachers to show process of finding the sum of the two integers by number line. The rules of addition of two numbers expressed by number line are the direction of arrow for positive numbers is right, and the direction of arrow for negative number is left. The order of creating numbers in addition of two numbers by number line is very important to know. Teachers must know and distinguish which one is the first number, the second number, or the result of addition of two numbers. For instance, 6 + (-8) = -2 , the first number is 6, the second number is -8, and the result of the sum is -2. Number 6 is expressed by arrows from number 0 to the right (positive) direction of 6 units, and the number (-8) is expressed by arrows from number 6 to the left (negative) direction of 8 units. The last digit indicated by the arrow of the second number is the result of the sum, and it is denoted by the arrow from the original point which is 0 to the last digit which is -2. (2007) found in their research.
The most common mistake identified when the teachers translated symbolic representation to visual representation is that they drew the arrows of the two numbers added correctly but they did not identified the sum of the numbers. Picture 2 shows the type of mistakes. There are 20 teachers (21.9%) answering like in Picture 2. This mistake shows that the teachers do not comprehensively understand what the question requires. Actually in order to solve any problem, understanding toward the problem is the most important things (Polya, 1990) .
The other mistake identified when the teachers translated symbolic representation to visual representation is that the order of the numbers added and the result of the sum were not showed clearly. There are 5 teachers (5.5%) dealing with the mistake. The order of the numbers added and the result of the sum is the important point in form of visual representation, because it will make different meaning of addition of two numbers. The type of mistakes is showed by Picture 3.
Picture 3. A sample of teacher's mistakes
The answer in Picture 3 is incorrect for answering the question "6+(-8)", because the answer in Picture 3 has meaning addition of two numbers "6+(-2)".
The other type of mistakes identified when the teachers translated symbolic representation to visual representation is that they made direction of arrow of result of the sum incorrectly. There are 2 teachers (2.2%) dealing with the type of mistakes and Picture 4 shows a sample of the mistakes. We can see in Picture 4 the teacher drew two directions for the arrow of the result of the sum, which is wrong. The teachers also made another type of mistakes which they did not give direction for the numbers added and the result of the sum. This type of mistakes was made by 5 teachers (5.5%). A sample of the mistake is showed by Picture 5.
Picture 5. A sample of teacher's mistakes
Teachers' ability of translation of visual representation to symbolic representation
The question designed to investigate teachers' ability of translation of visual representation to symbolic representation is "State the addition of two numbers and its result showed by picture 6 in form of algebraic expression."
Picture 6. The question of translation visual representation to symbolic representation
The correct answer for the question above is "(-5)+2=-3. There are 69 teachers from 91 teachers (75,8%) giving the correct answer. and 22 teachers (24,2%) answering the question incorrectly. This finding shows that some teachers still have problem in translating visual representation to symbolic representation. The types of mistakes what the teachers made are described in Table 2 . The first type of mistakes identified when the teachers translated visual representation to symbolic representation is that the teachers only wrote algebraic expression for the two numbers added without stating the expression for the result of the sum. For instance of the teachers mistakes, the teacher only wrote "-5+2" for symbolizing the addition of two numbers in Picture 6, which should be "-5+2=3". There are 6 teachers (10.9%) whom made this type of mistakes.
The common mistake which many teachers did when symbolizing a visual representation of addition of two numbers is stating the order of numbers added incorrectly. An example of the mistake is that the teacher wrote "2+(-5)=3" for symbolizing visual representation in Picture 6, which has different meaning and different visual representation with "-5 +2 =3". There are 8 teachers (8.8%) whom did this type of mistakes when symbolizing all components in Picture 6.
The other type of mistakes identified when teachers symbolized a visual representation of addition of two numbers is that they mixed all the numbers without making any distinction between the numbers added and the result of the sum appropriately. An example of the mistake is that the teachers wrote "(-3)+5=2" for symbolizing visual representation in Picture 6, which is an incorrect answer. There are 8 teachers (8.8%) identified whom did the mistake. Picture 7 shows how a teacher made mistake of translation of visual representation to symbolic representation for Picture 6.
Picture 7. An example of teacher's mistakes of translation of visual to symbolic representation for Picture 6
Based on findings of this research it can be said that teachers' ability of translation of visual (graphic) representation to symbolic representation is already good, because 75,8% of the teachers could give the correct answer for the questions. It shows that symbolic representation is a representation commonly used by teachers in their teaching and learning. Pinar (2014) also says that teacher students tend to use symbolic representation or algebraic representation, and verbal representation to solve mathematics problems.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on findings and discussion above, it can be concluded that teachers' ability of translation of symbolic representation to visual representation in case of addition of integers is lower, because only 48.9% of 91 teachers could perform well. Meanwhile teachers' ability of translation of visual representation to symbolic representation in case of addition of integers is good, because 75.8% of 91 teachers could answer well.
The types of teacher's mistakes identified when the teachers translated symbolic representation to visual representation are the order of the numbers added and the result of the sum not showed clearly; not drawing the visual representation for the result of the sum; drew the arrows of the two numbers added correctly but not identified the sum of the numbers; made direction of arrow of result of the sum incorrectly; and not giving direction of arrows for the numbers added and the result of the sum.
Meanwhile the types of mistakes identified when teachers symbolized a visual representation of addition of two numbers are only wrote algebraic expression for the two numbers added without stating the expression for the result of the sum; and mixed all the numbers without making any distinction between the numbers added and the result of the sum appropriately. Investigation more deeply about the types of teacher's mistakes has not been done, so it is recommended to do next research to find out why the teachers made the mistakes.
